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Machinery  Costs  and Inflation
Myles  J.  Watts and Glenn A.  Helmers
This  article  addresses (1) the differences  in machinery  cost estimating  techniques,
particularly  for depreciation  and opportunity cost,  and (2) the necessary modifications  in
cost  estimating  techniques  to  account for  the changing  monetary  base under  inflation.
The  conditions  under  which  capital  budgeting  and  traditional  budgeting  differ  are
examined on a before tax and after tax basis,  with and without inflation.  The variations in
cost  estimates  depending  upon  techniques,
pared.
The need for accurate estimates of machin-
ery costs  are  well  recognized.  This  paper  is
concerned  with  placing  variable  and  fixed
machinery costs (mainly depreciation  and op-
portunity cost) on an annual  basis.  Estimates
of annual costs  of agricultural  machinery  are
useful  when  comparing  costs  of  different
machines,  when  examining  alternatives  to
ownership,  in  analysis  of  machinery-labor
tradeoffs,  in estimating  optimum  machinery
replacement,  for  making  hedging  decisions
based  on  cost of production,  and where  cost
of crop  production  is  required  for  an  indi-
vidual  producer  or  as  a  representative
budget.  Annualizing depreciation  and oppor-
tunity  cost  under  inflationary  times  is  not
well  understood.  Under  double  digit  infla-
tion,  incorrect  estimation of opportunity  cost
and  depreciation  can  lead  to  large  cost esti-
mation  errors.
Both  traditional  and capital  budgeting  are
used  to  estimate  annual  machinery  costs.
Machinery  related costs can  be classified into
two  broad  categories:  1)  depreciation  and
opportunity cost and 2) adjunct costs, defined
as  fuel,  repairs,  maintenance,  insurance,
property  taxes,  and  other  cash  costs  which
are paid annually. Traditional  budgeting esti-
mates  the annual  cost of a depreciable  asset
using straight line depreciation with opportu-
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and with  and without  inflation,  are  com-
nity cost based on mid-value.  Adjunct costs,
both fixed  and variable,  are  estimated on  an
annual basis  as  a function of purchase  price,
mid-value,  or  as  an  independent  estimate.
Capital  budgeting  can  also  be  used  to  esti-
mate  annual  costs.  In  capital  budgeting,
flows are discounted from the point of occur-
rence  during  the  machine  life.  The  sum  of
the  discounted  flows  (net  present  cost)  is
placed  on  an annual  basis  by amortizing  the
net present  cost over  the  machine  life.  It is
commonly  recognized  that  the  primary  ad-
vantage  of capital  budgeting  over traditional
budgeting  is  the  capacity  to  include  flows
which are  variable  over time.
Furthermore,  income  tax influences are easi-
ly incorporated  into a capital budgeting mod-
el;  however,  as  will be discussed  later,  cer-
tain income  tax  influences  can  also be incor-
porated  into the  traditional  estimates.  Infla-
tion is conceptually  easier to incorporate into
a  capital  budgeting  model,  but  adjustment
for inflation  is also necessary in the tradition-
al model.  Even though,  as illustrated by Kay,
capital budgeting  is more accurate,  tradition-
al budgeting will continue to be used because
of its computational  and conceptual  simplici-
ty.
The objectives  of this paper are  to  discuss
1) the  relationship  between  traditional  and
capital  budgeting  techniques  for  estimating
annual  machinery  costs,  2)  the  impact  of
inflation on annual machinery cost estimates,
and  3)  procedures  for  modifying  budgeting
techniques to account for inflation.  In analyz-
ing inflationary  impacts on machinery costs it
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is  essential  to  understand  how  estimation
techniques  are  affected  by inflation.  Hence,
this paper discusses  the relationship  of tradi-
tional budgeting compared to capital  budget-
ing while  examining  troublesome  elements
in  cost estimation  caused by inflation.  Infla-
tion requires  close  examination  of the mone-
tary  basis  of cost flows.  This  examination  is
necessary  regardless  of  the  cost  estimation
method  employed.
Implicitly  the  following  assumptions  are
made throughout the remainder of the paper:
1) Discount  rate is constant  over time.
2)  Inflation  rate  is constant  over time.
3)  Inflation affects  all variables  in a similar
manner.
4)  Marginal  tax rate  is constant  over time.
An in-depth discussion of the discount rate
is  beyond the  scope  of this paper;  however,
Barry,  Hopkin  and  Baker  indicate  that  the
discount  rate  is  influenced  by  time  prefer-
ence,  risk, and inflation.  For purposes of this
paper,  the  risk component  will  be  ignored.
Kay  states  that  the nominal  discount/oppor-
tunity  cost  rate  "should  be  the  opportunity
rate of return which could be obtained for the
capital invested in the asset."  For purposes of
this paper,  the nominal discount rate  will be
defined  as  equal  to the  market rate of inter-
est.  Under continuous  compounding the real
discount  rate  is  assumed  to  be equal  to the
nominal  discount rate  less the inflation rate,
the nominal after-tax discount rate is equal to
the complement of the marginal  tax rate (one
minus the marginal  tax rate) times  the nomi-
nal  discount rate,  and the  real  after-tax  dis-
count rate is equal to the complement of the
marginal  tax rate times the nominal  discount
rate  less  the  inflation  rate.  If  the  market
interest rate is  16%,  the inflation rate is  10%,
and  the  marginal  tax  rate  is  25%  then  the
nominal  discount  rate  is  16%,  the  real  dis-
count rate  is  6%,  the  nominal  after-tax  dis-
count  rate  is  12%,  and  the  real  after-tax
discount rate  is  2%.  Obviously  the choice  of
discount rates  will have a large  influence on
annual  opportunity  cost  of  machine  owner-
ship, particularly when inflation and tax rates
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are  high.  Much  of this  paper  will  be  con-
cerned  with  which  discount  rate  is  ap-
propiate.
In  traditional  budgeting  adjunct  costs  are
treated  as  a  constant  over  the  ownership
period.  In the capital budgeting approach the
adjunct  costs  can  be  variable  or  constant.
Capital  budgeting  estimates  annual  adjunct
costs by amortizing  the  present value  of the
adjunct costs  or1
-1
(1) Ac  =  [jA(i)e -ridi  [fe-  rid]
where:
Ac  =  annual  adjunct  costs  under  capital
budgeting
A(i)  =  adjunct  cost at machine age  i
discount rate
n  =  ownership  life of the  machine.
The  discounted present value  of the adjunct
n
cost  is  f  A(i)e-ridi  which  is  annualized  by
0
multiplying by the amortization  factor which
is  [  n  i  -1
f[e- ridiJ
If A(i)  =  A for all  i (adjunct costs are  con-
stant  and  not  influenced  by  machine  age)
then:
(2)  Ac  = [fjAe-ridi]  [  e-  ridi]
=  A[f  oe-ridi]  [f  e-ridi]
A
1  Continuous  time  and  compounding  has  been  used
throughout the paper  because  it is  more convenient
than discrete time.  However  footnotes  will  offer the
discrete  counterparts.  The  discrete  counterpart  of
equation  1 is
Ac  1  r)  i=  +
The second  term in the above equation is the amorti-
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In  other  words,  if  the  adjunct  costs  are
constant,  traditional  and  capital  budgeting
estimates  will  be  identical.  Most  other
scenarios  of adjunct  costs  will  not  result  in
the same cost estimate by the traditional  and
capital  budgeting  approach.  When  adjunct
costs  vary  over  time,  a  logical  approach  to
estimating  a  surrogate  constant  cost  (AT)
under the traditional  approach  is  to  take the
simple mean of the adjunct costs over time or
n
AT  =  -1  A(i).  If A(i)  is a decreasing func- n
i=1
tion of i then the capital  budgeting  estimate
(Ac)  will  be  larger  than  that  of  the  simple
mean (AT).  Conversely,  if adjunct costs are an
increasing  function  of  i,  then  the  capital
budgeting  will  be  smaller  than  a  simple
mean.  Other  scenarios  can  also  be  inves-
tigated but the  general  idea should be obvi-
ous.  For purposes  of  simplicity  throughout
the remainder of the paper it will be assumed
that adjunct  costs  are  constant  in  real  terms
over time.  Some  of the following conclusions
do not hold if adjunct  costs  are variable.
In the inflation free capital budgeting mod-
el,  annual  adjunct  costs  at  a  particular
machine  age  are  multiplied  by  the  comple-
ment  of the marginal  tax  rate to adjust to  an
after-tax  basis.  The  discount  rate  is  also  ad-
justed to  an after-tax basis by multiplying by
the  complement  of marginal  tax  rate  since
interest  earned is taxable  and interest paid is
tax  deductible.  The  traditional  and  capital
budgeting estimates  of after-tax  adjunct costs
are identical (given adjunct costs are constant
over  time) since2
(3)  Ac  = U[Ae-ridi  [e-  ridi
=  A[  eridi]  [fIe-ridi]
=  A
where:
Ac =  annual  after-tax  cost  annuity  es-
timated by capital  budgeting.
r  =  after-tax  discount rate  =  r(  -T)
A  =  annual  after-tax  adjunct  cost  at  any
age  =  A(1-T)
T  =  marginal  tax rate.
Estimation of annual adjunct costs by capi-
tal  budgeting  under  inflation  involves  dis-
counting adjunct costs  to a present value and
amortizing over the ownership period.  Nom-
inal adjunct  costs  should be discounted  with
a nominal discount rate.  If, as assumed in this
paper,  adjunct costs increase  at the same rate
as the rate of inflation,  then real adjunct costs
(adjunct costs with a current time value refer-
ence  point)  can  be  discounted  by  the  real
discount rate which is equivalent to discount-
ing  nominal  adjunct  costs  by a nominal  dis-
count rate.  For purposes of many decisions it
is desirable  to obtain an annual cost estimate
whose  value  is  constant  in  real  terms  over
time.  Amortizing  by  the  nominal  discount
rate results in an annuity of constant  nominal
amount but of decreasing  value due to value
erosion  caused by inflation.  However,  if the
present  value  is  amortized  with  a  real  dis-
count  rate  then  the  value  of the  annuity  is
constant in real terms even though the nomi-
nal  amount  is  changing  (increasing)  with  in-
flation. 3
This point is particularly  important and an
example  may  help  clarify  the  importance  of
amortizing  by  a  real  discount  rate  in  most
cases.  Cost-of-production  studies  estimate
annual costs  which  are  compared  to current
returns.  Since  the  returns  are  estimated  in
current  dollars,  the  cost  must  be  estimated
using  a  current  dollar  basis  if costs  and  re-
turns are  to be  comparable.  Annual  cost es-
timated  by  amortizing  with  a  real amortiza-
tion factor is on a real or current  dollar basis.
In other words,  the annual cost annuity has a
2Equation  3 written  in discrete  form is
n  _  An




3 The transformation  of a nominal to a real annuity and
vice versa are  shown  in Watts and  Helmers.
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constant  value  with  a  current  time  value
reference point if the present value of costs is
amortized by a real discount rate.  If another
time  value  reference  point  is desired,  then
the real annual cost annuity can be inflated to
that point  in time.  On the other hand,  if the
present value of costs is amortized by a nomi-
nal discount rate resulting in a nominal annu-
al cost annuity,  then  no time value  reference
point is  specified.4 Since no time value refer-
ence  point  is  specified,  confusion  occurs  in
choosing  the  time  value  reference  point  for
estimating  comparable  benefits.
Furthermore  if the  annual  cost  of two  or
more machines with differing lives are added
together,  such  as  in  a  cost-of-production
study,  adding nominal  annual  costs  is  incor-
rect  since  no  time  value  reference  point  is
specified,  while  adding  real  annual  costs  is
acceptable  as  long  as  the  same  time  value
reference  point  is  used as  a base  in  comput-
ing  the real annual costs.5
The relationship  between  adjunct  cost es-
timated  under  capital  budgeting  and  tradi-
4 Most  adjunct costs  for  machinery are estimated  on a
real  basis  (current  time  reference  point).  Thus,  a
nominally based cost expression requires  a change in
cost basis  from  real to nominal for those adjunct cost
elements.
tional budgeting under an inflationary setting
can  be illustrated  as follows.6
Let:
Ac  =  real annual adjunct  cost
A  =  adjunct  costs  at  machine  age  0  as-
sumed to be constant  in real terms
Ae fi =  nominal  adjunct  costs  at  machine
age  i
f  =  rate  of inflation
r  =  nominal  discount rate







[  Ae(f- r)id]  [fe-  id  -1
=  Afe  -hj  e-di
[  d  [fe  d]-1
=  A
In equation  4a,  f  Aefie-ridi  is the dis-
counted  present  value  of the  adjunct  costs
and
ie  "rdi]  1
5 There  may  be  situations  in  which  amortizing  by  a
nominal  discount rate  is appropriate.  For instance  if
the  costs  are  to  be  compared  to  returns  which  are
expected  to be constant  in nominal  terms but chang-
ing  in  real  terms  over  time,  such  as  a  contractual
arrangement,  then it  is appropriate  to amortize  by a
nominal discount rate  to estimate a constant nominal
annual  cost  with changing  value  over  time.  Another
example  in which  comparisons of nominal  annual cost
estimates  are  correct  is  when  the  lives  of  two
machines are equal.  However, in both of these exam-
ples, comparisons  (cost and benefits of two machines)
have  identical  lives,  in  which  case  comparison  of
present values would also be correct. The annual  cost
becomes  especially  useful  when  the  lives  are  not
equivalent.  When  the  lives  are  not equivalent  only
the  real  annual  cost  and/or  benefit  comparison  are
correct.  However,  in  most  cases  in  agriculture  it
appears  more desirable  to  estimate  cost with  a  con-
stant value  basis (real  basis).
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6 The discrete counterpart  to Equation  4  is
Ac  =  E  A(  +  O(1 +r)-'  i  (1+-r)' i=  1  L=1
[  A  l+f  i][  (n-r
i=l  1+r  i=l
A  zl (  'l+-  il+r
=A1  '  =
A.
where:
A(1 + f)  =  nominal  cost  at machine  age
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is  the  real  amortization  factor.  Equation  4
implies  that  the capital  and  traditional  esti-
mates  are  identical  as  long  as  both  ap-
proaches are based upon the same time value
reference  point.  If  kX  is  desired  in  some
future  dollars,  say  at  time j,  then  Xcefi pro-
vides  the  desired  value.  It is  important  to
recognize  that in  equation  4a nominal  flows
are  discounted  by  a  nominal  discount  rate
and  real flows  are  discounted  by a  real  dis-
count  rate  as  in  equation  4b  and  that  the
discounted  present  value  of the  cost  is  the
same for both methods.  However,  regardless
of  the  discounting  approach,  the  present
value  is  amortized  with  a  real  amortization
factor to provide  a real annual cost estimate.
In the after-tax inflationary model,  the dis-
count rate  is adjusted  to  a real after-tax  basis
by  multiplying the nominal  discount rate  by
the complement  of the marginal tax rate and
subtracting  the  inflation  rate.  Adjusting  ad-
junct  costs  to  an  after-tax  basis  in  an  infla-
tionary  setting  under  capital  budgeting  is
straightforward. 7
Let
Xc  =  after-tax  real  annual  adjunct  costs
under capital  budgeting
A  =  real after-tax adjunct  costs
Aefi  =  nominal  after-tax  adjunct  costs  at
machine  age  i
r  =  real after-tax discount rate  =  r  - f




=  [f 0 Aefie-rid]  [f-e  rdi]
If traditional  budgeting adjunct costs  are es-
timated  using  time  zero  dollars  as  a  base,
then  the  correct  adjustment  of capital  and
traditional  budgeting adjunct costs  estimates
to  an  after-tax  basis  is  multiplication  of the
annual  adjunct  costs  by  the  complement  of
the marginal  tax rate.
Depreciation  and Opportunity Cost
Under Inflation Free  Conditions
Traditional  and  capital  budgeting  esti-
mates  of  depreciation  and  opportunity  cost
will be discussed  and  compared under  vari-
ous inflation and tax assumptions,  beginning
with a simple before-tax inflation free setting
and ending  with an after-tax  inflationary  set-
ting including  a  short discourse  on  indexing
depreciation  for tax  purposes.
Inflation Free Before-Tax Setting
Depreciation  and  opportunity  cost  are
handled  quite  differently  in  the  traditional
and  capital  budgeting  approaches.  In  the
traditional model,  generally  straight line  de-
preciation is assumed and opportunity  cost is
based upon mid-value.  In the capital budget-
ing  approach,  the  purchase  price  minus  the
present value of the selling price is amortized
over the machine  life. The amortized value is
a  combined  estimate  of annual  opportunity
cost and depreciation.  Mathematically,  tradi-
tional  budgeting  estimates  opportunity  cost
as8
(6)  OCT  = V(O)  +  V(n)r
2
- n-  -I -1
=  Af  e  rdi]  [fe  rdi]
=A
7 The discrete counterpart  of Equation  5  is
Ac  =  A(  +f)(l + r)






r  =  real  after tax discount  rate  =  --  .
l+f
1  where:
OCT  =  the  traditional budgeting  estimate
of opportunity  cost
V(i)  =  value of the machine  at age  i
n  =  selling or replacement  age
r  =  discount rate.
Traditional  budgeting  estimate  of deprecia-
tion  (DT)  is
8  Machines  are assumed  to be purchased  new.
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(7)  DT  =  (0)  - V(n)
n
Capital budgeting estimates annual deprecia-
tion and opportunity  cost as9
(8)  Dc  +  OCc
=  [V(O)  - V(n)e -]  [rfe-ridi]
where:
Dc  =  annual  depreciation  estimated  by
capital  budgeting
OCc  =  annual opportunity  cost estimated
by capital budgeting.
However,  the  capital  budgeting  estimate
(right  hand  side  of  Equation  8)  can  be
separated into opportunity cost and deprecia-
tion.  Appendix  A  shows that
(9)  V(O)  -
Equation  10 is the amortized present value of
the  depreciation  and  Equation  11  is  the
amortized  present  value  of the  opportunity
cost.  Now  traditional  and capital  budgeting
estimates  of  depreciation  and  opportunity
cost  can  be  compared.  Appendix  B  shows
that  depreciation  plus  opportunity  cost  es-
timated  by capital  budgeting  (Dc  +  OCc)  is
always  greater  than depreciation  plus oppor-
tunity  cost  estimated  by  the  traditional  ap-
proach as long as the discount rate is positive.
Furthermore,  the  estimates  are  equal  when
the  discount rate  is  equal to  0.  Table  1 pre-
sents  an example  to  illustrate  the  difference
in  estimated  depreciation  and  opportunity
cost under traditional and capital  budgeting.
The  difference  between  the  combined  esti-
mates is not large (only 2% in the example in
10  The discrete counterparts to Equations  10 and 11 are
V(n)ern  D  =  V(i-  1) - V(i)(1+r)  IL  (l+r)  -
I=1  i=l
=o D(i)e-  rdi  +  OC(i)e-d  nr  r  -
OCc= 0  rV(i-  )(1+  r)  - i (1+ r)-
i=1  i=l
where:
D(i)  =  market  depreciation  at  machine
age i  =  - V(i)
ai
OC(i)  =  opportunity  cost  at  machine  age
i  =  V(i)r
The  annual  depreciation  and  opportunity
cost  estimated  by  capital  budgeting  can  be
separated  asl°
(10)  DC  = [fD(i)e -ridi  [e  ridi
|,0  i  ]  r  n  1n - 1
(11) OC= [fOC(i)e -ridi]  [f-rid
9 The discrete counterpart  to Equation  8  is
D, + DC  = [(0) -V(n)(l+r)  n[i  (1+r)-
i=1
L  JL  J
Walrath  pointed  out  that  the  midvalue  implied  by
discrete capital budgeting  and straight line deprecia-
tion  is equal  to
V(O)  ++  V(n)  D
2  2
However  the  correction  factor,  D  vanishes  under
continuous  time.
Let  MV
c = the  midvalue  under  continuous  time
then
n




nV(O)  - 2
n
=  V(0)  - -Dn
However,  since  Dn  =  V(O)  - V(n),  then
MV  =  V(O)  + V(n)
2
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Table  1).  Furthermore,  the combined depre-
ciation  and opportunity  cost is  unaffected  by
the form  of the machinery  price  function  or
market depreciation  but is dependent on the
purchase  and selling price,  which  should  be
obvious  from  Equation  8.  In  Table  1,  two
machinery  price functions  are featured,  both
yielding identical  combined opportunity cost
and depreciation  estimates.
If  market  depreciation  is  constant  or
straight line
(aD(i)  - 2 V(i)  )
then  D(i)  becomes  a constant  (D) and  Dc  is
equal  to  D.  However,  since  D  must  equal
V(0)  - V(n)(or  total depreciation,  nD,  must n
equal  the  difference  between  the  purchase
price  and  the  selling  price)  then  D  is  also
equal  to  DT.  Therefore,  depreciation  es-
timated by  capital  and traditional  budgeting
are  identical  as  long  as  straight  line  market
depreciation  is  assumed.  However,  as shown
in  Appendix  C,  if depreciation  is  declining,
aD(i)  a2V(i)  < 0
(ai  ai2 /
then  the traditional  estimate  of depreciation
is  less  than  the  capital  budgeting  estimate
given  a positive  discount  rate.  Table  1 pre-
sents  an  example  of depreciation  estimated
by  capital  and  traditional  budgeting.  Two
machinery  price  functions  are  assumed  for
machinery.  Value  function  V(i)A  assumes
straight  line  depreciation  and  function  V(i)B
assumes declining balance  depreciation.  The
value  of  both  functions  are  20,000  at  the
purchase  age  0 and 2000 when  i equals  sell-
ing age  of 12 for  ease of comparison.  Notice
that the shape of machinery price  function is
important and does affect the annual depreci-
ation  estimate  under  capital  budgeting.
Furthermore,  changes  in  opportunity  cost
caused  by  different  machinery  price  func-
tions  are offset by changes  in depreciation  to
maintain the same combined cost under capi-
tal budgeting.  Differences  in traditional  and
capital  budgeting  estimates  of  opportunity
cost under  straight line  depreciation  are en-
tirely  due to amortizing-discounting  effects.
Inflation Free After-Tax  Setting
The  simplest tax  adjustments  to  cost esti-
mates  are  discussed,  in  which the used  sell-
ing  price is equal to the salvage  value set for
tax  purposes,  the  tax  depreciable  life  and
useful  life are equal,  and straight line depre-
ciation  is  assumed.  Both  cost estimating  ap-
proaches  can be adjusted to an after-tax basis.
The  present  value  of  the  after-tax  cost  of
depreciation  and opportunity cost is implicit-
ly  estimated  in  the  capital  budgeting  ap-
proach  by  subtracting  the  present  value  of
the  depreciation  tax benefits  from  the  new
TABLE 1. An  Example  of  Depreciation  and  Opportunity Cost  Estimated  Under  An  Inflation
Free  Setting
Assumptions
V(i)  = 20,000 - 1500i
V(i)  =  20,000 (.82540419)'
r =.05  n=  12
Machinery Price  Function A
Machinery Price  Function B
Annual Cost  Estimates ($)
Combined  Depreciation  Opportunity
and  Opportunity Cost  Depreciation  Cost
Traditional  Budgeting
Capital  Budgeting
Machinery  Price Function A
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price  reduced  by  the  discounted  salvage
value  or as  shown in Appendix  D. 11
V(n)  n  D(i))
(12)  V()  - V(n)  T  D  di
rn  °  eri e  0  en




T  =  marginal  tax  rate
r  =  after-tax  discount rate  =  r(1-T).
Of course, the appropriate discount rate in an
after-tax  model  is  the  after-tax  discount  rate
(r).  Equations  13  and 14 present the after-tax
counterpart  to  Equations  10  and  11  de-
veloped  from Equation  12.12
(13) D, =  [l-T)D(i)e-i'di]  [i  e- "di
(14)O,  =  [  (l-  T)OC(i)e-"di  [fe-  "di
where:
D  =  the  annual  after-tax  depreciation
estimated by capital  budgeting
OCC =  the  annual  after-tax  opportunity
cost  estimated  by  capital
budgeting.
Equations  13  and  14  imply  that  traditional
estimates  of opportunity  cost  and  deprecia-
tion may be adjusted  to an after-tax  basis  by
multiplying  the  before-tax  estimates  by  the
complement  of the marginal  tax  rate.  If de-
1l  The discrete counterpart  of Equation  12  is
V(O)  V(n)  'V(i  -l )-  V(i)]  )(i)+ OC(i) (  T
+V(O  (  T)  1  [1+r(-T)  = 1  +  r(  -T  )




V(i - 1) - V(i)
V(i-l  1)r.
12 The discrete  counterpart  of Equations  13 and  14 are
D,  =  i  (1-T)D(i)[l+r(l-T)] -i  [1 +r(l-T)]-'
o-  n  O  [
OC,  =  ,  (1-T)OC(i)[I+r(l-T)]-'  Y  [1+r(l-T)]-'
i=l  i=l
preciation  is  straight line  so depreciation  is a
constant  over the  machine  life  and equal  to
D,  then  Dc  equals  (1-T)D.  Therefore,  the
appropriate  adjustment  to  an  after-tax  basis
for traditional  depreciation  estimates  is  mul-
tiplication by the complement  of the margin-
al tax rate.  Even if depreciation  is  changing,
this adjustment  to an  after-tax  basis incorpo-
rates  no greater  error than in  the before-tax
model  (the  error  is  totally  due  to  the  com-
pounding-amortizing  influences).  The  same
can  be  said  for  the  traditional  estimate  of
opportunity cost and depreciation.  The tradi-
tional  estimate  of  opportunity  cost  may  be
placed  on  an  after-basis  by  multiplying  the
traditional  before-tax  estimates  by  the com-
plement  of  the  marginal  tax  rate  with  no
increased  loss  in  accuracy.  Table 2  presents
an  example  in  which  the  after-tax  counter-
parts of the example  in Table  1 are featured.
Note  that  the  form  of the  machinery  price
function  is  important and does  influence  the
combined estimate,  which should be obvious
from  the left  hand  side of Equation  12.  The
differences  in  the combined estimates  of op-
portunity cost and depreciation  in Table 2 are
relatively  small,  again  implying  that  tradi-
tional budgeting  estimates  the cost,  particu-
larly the combined  cost,  with reasonable  ac-
curacy.
Including  accelerated  depreciation,  de-
creased salvage  value, shortened  depreciable
lives,  depreciation  recapture,  and  invest-
ment  credit  in  the  capital  budgeting  esti-
mates  is  relatively  straightforward.  Chisolm
included  these  influences  in  capital  budget-
ing  estimates  used  to  analyze  replacement
strategies,  which will not be duplicated here
due to  brevity.  There  appears to  be no  easy,
straightforward  and  reasonably  accurate
method  of incorporating  these  features  into
the  traditional  method.
inflationary Conditions
Inflationary Setting
As  explained  earlier,  for  most  uses  a cost
estimate  expressed  on  an  annual  basis  de-
veloped  to encompass  a time period must be
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TABLE 2. After Tax  Inflation Free  Example  of Depreciation  and  Opportunity Cost.
Assumptions
Machinery  Price  Function A
Machinery  Price  Function B
r=.05  n=  12  T=  .20
V(i)A  - 20,000 - 1500i
V(i)B  = 20,000  (.82540419)'
Annual  After-Tax Cost Estimate  ($)
Combined  Depreciation  Opportunity
and  Opportunity Cost  Depreciation  Cost
Traditional  Budgeting
Capital  Budgeting
Machinery Price  Function A









expressed  on  a  real  basis  (or  have  a  value
reference point) to allow for meaningful  com-
parisons to other alternatives and/or benefits.
Schoney discussed  the impact of inflation  on
used machinery  prices  and  interest rates  on
capital  recovery  factors  (analogous  to  annual
depreciation  and opportunity cost); however,
he chose  to estimate  annual  cost  (capital re-
covery  factor)  on  a  nominal  basis  (since  he
used a nominal  discount rate and machinery
selling  price).  If an  annual  machinery  cost
estimate  is developed  on  a nominal  basis,  it
becomes  largely  incomprehensible  because
of the  changing  value  of  those  dollar  ex-
pressions  used  in  forming  that  estimate.
While  nominal  expressions  of  costs  can  be
mathematically  constructed,  a  nominal  ex-
pression  is  of  limited  use  without  a  time
value  reference  point.  Once  a  machinery
budget  has been  developed  on  a real basis  it
can be readily adjusted to another time value
reference  point.
To compute an annual  real cost estimate of
depreciation  and opportunity cost under cap-
ital budgeting,  the sum of the purchase price
less  the correctly  discounted  selling  price  is
amortized.  If the selling  price  is  in  nominal
terms  then  the  selling  price  should  be  dis-
counted by the  nominal  discount rate  and  if
the  selling  price  is  in  real  terms  the  selling
price should be discounted by a real discount
rate.  A nominally estimated  selling price re-
quires  an  estimate  of the  effect  of inflation
rates on the projected  selling price.  The sum
of  the  purchase  price  less  the  discounted
selling price is amortized with a real discount
rate to estimate  real  annual cost.
More  formally,  the  present  value  of  the
nominal used price (using a nominal discount
rate)  subtracted  from  the  purchase  price  is
equal to the present value of the depreciation
plus opportunity  cost if the depreciation  and
opportunity  cost  are  computed  using  a  real
salvage  value  and real discount rate.  Appen-
dix E shows  that 13
(15)  V(0)  - V(i  =  Df(i)  +  OC(i)d
ern  0  e
where:
V(i)  =  value  of  machine  at  age  i  in  a
dollar  value  associated  with
machine age  0
f =  inflation rate
r  =  nominal discount  rate
D(i)  =  machine depreciation  at age i in a
dollar  value  associated  with
V(i)
machine  age 0  =
OC(i)  =  opportunity cost at machine  age i
in  a dollar  value  associated  with
machine  age 0  =  V(i)T
T  =  real  discount rate  = r-f.
13  The discrete counterpart  of Equation  15  is
(1 + r)  i=1  +r
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Note that these equations  reduce to those  in
the  inflation  free  setting  when  f =  0.
Furthermore,  prediction  of future  inflation
rates is not necessary  if the real discount rate
is used.
From Equation  15, the following estimates
of annual  depreciation  and  opportunity  cost
under capital budgeting  are  developed.
1 4
n  n r
(16)  Dc=  fD  (i)e -rdi  [f  -rdi]
(17)  OC  =  0OC(i)e  rid  0e -(i)d
Equations  16  and  17  imply  that  the  real
opportunity cost should be estimated  using a
real  interest  rate,  which  is  consistant  with
Sutherland  and  Watts  and  Helmers,  and
both real  opportunity  cost  and  depreciation
should  be estimated  using a  real  used price
for  the  salvage  value  under  traditional
budgeting. 15
Table  3 presents  an example  in which  de-
preciation and opportunity cost are estimated
correctly,  as  well  as  a  variety  of  common
14  The discrete counterparts of Equations  16 and 17 are
D OCT  [  O(i  -r/ )  1 -- 1  - - r  ,
T  [a-1  (1+r  ]  (+r)
1 5 This formulation  satisfies the sinking fund approach if
depreciation  is inflated.  At time i,  the nominal depre-
ciation  is Defi.  Inflating the nominal  depreciation  to
time n yields  Defie
f(
-
i) =  Den.  However,
n




V(O)ef  =  nDe
n +  V(n)e
fn.
The above equation implies that the inflated depreci-
ation plus the inflated selling price equals the inflated
purchase  price which is equal to the purchase  price of
the  subsequent  machine  if  machinery  prices  are
changing  at the  same  rate  as inflation.
errors.  Capital  budgeting  situations  1 and 7
are correct while the remaining situations are
incorrect  for  most  uses.  Using  a  nominal
discount  rate  to  amortize  results  in  large
overestimation  of the combined real depreci-
ation and opportunity cost.  Other errors pre-
sented  in  the  capital  budgeting  section  of
Table 3  are less  serious.
In Table 3,  traditional situation  1 is correct
for most purposes.  Using a nominal opportu-
nity  cost  rate  under  traditional  budgeting
resulted in large errors, while failure to use  a
real selling price resulted in smaller errors in
estimating  combined  depreciation  and  op-
portunity  cost.  The  individual  estimates  of
depreciation and opportunity cost were more
seriously  influenced  by the  basis of the  sell-
ing price.  Modigliani  and Cohn  report simi-
lar results  in valuing  stocks.
Inflationary After-Tax Setting
Inflation  complicates  the after-tax  analysis
because  the tax  deduction is in  nominal ver-
sus real terms.  From  Appendix A,  it is  obvi-
ous that
1 6
(18)  V(O) - V(n
)e-
=fn  D (i)+ O
C (i)
°0  L  eri
D T (  di  + TV(n)ern
i  i  +  e  rn
--  Thi)}]  di  + TV(n)  (fer 
)
eH  rn  e
Where:
T  =  real after-tax discount rate =  r  -
f =  r(1-T)  -f
D(i)  =  the real depreciation  or change in
value of the machine  =  -V'(i)
16  The discrete  counterpart of Equation  18  is
V(n)(1 - O
n n  Tl)(i)
V(0)  - _  - Z  + TV(n)  _  -
(1+  r)"  i=l (+r)  (1+ r)
n
i=lJ  (1+ri  (1+)  L  (1+r)"
- 1+r
where:  r=  - 1
1+f
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TABLE  3.  An Inflationary  Example  of Depreciation  and  Opportunity Cost Estimates.
Assumed Actual  Conditions
V(i)  =  20,000 - 1500i  Real  Machinery Price  Function
V(i)N  =  V(i)e"  Nominal  Machinery Price  Function
r=.15  f  .10  n= 12
Capital Budgeting
Values Used  For Computations
Discount Rate  Used  for  Combined  Depreciation
Discounting  Machinery  Price  and
Situation  Selling  Price  Amortizing  Function  Opportunity Cost
1  .05  .05  Real  2094.73
2  .05  .15  Real  3396.85
3  .15  .05  Real  2179.73
4  .15  .15  Real  3534.69
5  .05  .05  Nominal  1812.52
6  .05  .15  Nominal  2939.21
7  .15  .05  Nominal  2094.73
8  .15  .15  Nominal  3396.85
Traditional  Budgeting
Values Used  for Computations
Opportunity  Basis of Machinery  Combined  Depreciation  Opportunity
Situation  Cost Rate  Selling  Price  and  Opportunity Cost  Depreciation  Cost
1  .05  Real  2050.00  1500.00  550.00
2  .15  Real  3150.00  1500.00  1650.00
3  .05  Nominal  1779.32  1113.31  666.01
4  .15  Nominal  3111.33  1113.31  1998.02
OC(i)  = the  real  after-tax  opportunity
cost  =  V(i)
and TV(n)  /efn  1  is  depreciation  recapture.
\  ern  /
Note  that  the  depreciation  tax  benefits  and
depreciation  recapture  are  discounted  by  a
nominal after-tax  discount rate  while the rest
of  the  right  hand  side  of  the  equation  is
discounted by the real after-tax discount rate.
Furthermore,  the  depreciation  recapture  is
simply a  tax on the inflation  caused increase
in  selling  price  (since  the  real  selling  price
was  correctly anticipated  by  assumption).
Equation 16 can be separated into depreci-
ation and opportunity cost and modified  into
annual costs as 17
17  The discrete counterparts of Equations  19 and 20  are
- n  -
(19)  D  =  f 0[D (i)e --rTD  (i)e-ri
n di di]
+ TV(n)(e f n- 1)e - rn
] di [f  e -idi]
0
1
I-1 n  n
(20)  OCc  =  [0OC (i)e-idi] [  e-ridi]
The last term in Equations  19 and  20 are the
amortization  factors  using a real after-tax  dis-
count  rate.  Bates  et  al.  developed  a capital
budgeting model including investment credit
under  inflationary  conditions  to  analyze  re-
placement  decisions  which  for  the  sake  of
brevity will not be duplicated  here.
n
Dc  =  E  {D (i)(1  +)  - TD (i)(  +r)-
i=1
n  -1
+ TV(n)[(1 +  n- (1  +  r)  - 1[i=+)-]
n  n
OCC  =  Z  [OC(i)(l +r)-i][ z  (1 +?-i]-
i=1  i=1
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Adjustments to  the traditional  estimates  of
depreciation  and opportunity  are more com-
plicated  under  the  inflation-tax  setting.
Multiplying  the  real  depreciation
V(0  Vn)  by the complement  of the
marginal tax rate  is less accurate under infla-
tion due to  depreciation  recapture  as well as
erosion of depreciation  tax benefits  as is  illus-
trated  in  Table  4.  Opportunity  cost  esti-
mates,  on  the  other  hand,  suffer  from  the
same  discounting/amortizing  influences
which caused  differences  in the inflation free
setting.  Furthermore,  if the  real  before-tax
discount  rate  is  constant  (inflation  and  the
nominal  discount  rate  change  in  a  manner
such that  the difference  between  the  two  is
constant),  then  the  real  after-tax  discount
rate is a monotonically decreasing function of
both  inflation and the marginal  tax rate.  As a
result,  the  after-tax  inflation  free  discount
rate  is  fT  less  than  in the  after-tax  inflation
free  setting.  If,  for  example,  the  nominal
discount  rate  is  15%,  the  inflation  rate  is
10%,  and the  marginal  tax  rate  is  20%, then
the  real  after-tax  discount  rate  is  only  2%,
compared  to  an  inflation  free  situation  in
which the discount rate is 5%  and, therefore,
the after  tax discount rate  is  4%.
Policy  makers  may  be  interested  in  a
scenario in which inflation does not affect the
after-tax cost of depreciation and opportunity
cost.  This  can  be accomplished  by  (1) infla-
tion  indexing  of depreciation  for  computing
both  annual  depreciation  and  depreciation
recapture,  and  (2) taxing  only real  interest.
The real after-tax discount rate (r) would then
become  (r - f) (1 - T) not r(1 - T)-  f. The pre-
sent value  of the depreciation and opportuni-
ty cost would then be equal  to the new price
minus the present value of the salvage  value
and depreciation  benefits or in Appendix F it
is shown that
(21)  V(O)  - V(n)e
e"n
n  D(i)fn
-T  eT  di 0  ei
'n




t  =  the nominal before-tax interest rate  =
(r-f)  (1-T)+f =  r(1-T)+fT
r  =  real after-tax  interest rate  =
(r-f)  (1  -T).
The annual estimates  of opportunity cost and
depreciation  are:
(22) OC  =  OC (i)e- rdi  eridi
TABLE 4. After-Tax  Inflationary  Example  of Depreciation  and  Opportunity Cost.
Assumptions
V(i)  =  20,000 - 1500i
r=  .15  f= .10  n=  12  T=.20
Real  Machinery  Price Function
Annual  After-tax
Cost Estimate  ($)
Capital  Budgeting




Combined  Depreciation  and Opportunity  Cost
Depreciation  V  ) (1  T
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n  n  n  1  - 1
(23)  Dc  =  [fD  (i)e-rid  - di
which are identical to Equations  13 and 14.  If
these adjustments  are made, then the annual
real after-tax  costs  are the  same  under  infla-
tion and  inflation free  setting.
Summary  and Conclusions
This  paper  discussed  the  differences  be-
tween  traditional  and  capital  budgeting  of
annual  machinery  cost  estimates.  Particular
emphasis was plaed on adjustments  required
under  inflation.  With  the  exception  of the
after-tax  inflationary  setting,  traditional  and
capital  budgeting  estimates  of  depreciation
and opportunity  cost  did  not  differ  greatly.
The differences  between  the estimates  were
largely  due  to  discounting-amortizing  influ-
ences.  The  after-tax  inflationary  setting  re-
sulted  in  greater  differences  between  the
traditional  and  capital  budgeting  model  due
to the erosion of depreciation  tax benefits and
increased depreciation  recapture.
Of course,  the correct procedure  must be
used to compute  depreciation and opportuni-
ty cost under both budgeting  methods.  This
paper  argues  that estimating annual  costs on
a  real  basis  is  preferred  for  most  purposes.
Under  capital  budgeting  this  involves  dis-
counting  real flows  with  a real discount  rate
and/or  discounting nominal flows  by a nomi-
nal discount rate  to compute  a present  value
of costs.  The  present  value  of cost  is  amor-
tized over the machinery ownership  life with
a real discount rate.  Furthermore,  this paper
presents a method by which depreciation  and
opportunity cost can be separated under cap-
ital  budgeting  as well  as presenting  after-tax
adjustments  under  inflation  free  and  infla-
tionary settings.
Traditional  budgeting  estimates  of depre-
ciation are estimated in real terms by using a
real  selling  price.  Traditional  opportunity
cost estimates  are estimated  in real terms by
using  a  real  opportunity  cost  rate  and  real
used price.  Failure  to  make  these relatively
simple adjustments  can  result in large errors
when  estimating cost  on  a real  annual basis.
Adjustments  to after-tax  basis  can be accom-
plished  by  multiplying  depreciation  by  the
complement  of the marginal  tax rate.  A real
after-tax opportunity  cost rate  must be used
to compute  real after-tax  opportunity  cost.
It has  been  demonstrated  by  an  example
that wide  differences  in estimates  can  result
when budgeting machinery costs under infla-
tionary  conditions.  These  differences  result
primarily  because  of  different  assumptions
for  real  vs  nominal  discount/interest  rates
and the monetary  basis  of the  salvage  value
or  used  selling  price.  For  most  purposes  a
real cost expression  is the acceptable  form of
cost  expression  rather  than  a  nominal  ex-
pression.  This  is  achieved  in the  traditional
budgeting method by using 1)  a real opportu-
nity cost and  2) a real selling price  or salvage
value.  The  comparable  adjustments  in  the
capital  budgeting method  are  1) discounting
by a discount rate consistent with the salvage
value  basis  and  2)  amortizing  with  a  real
amortization  rate.
With  the  extensive  use  of  investment
budgeting  in  agricultural  decision  making
and  research,  the  use  of  consistent  meth-
odology to focus  on inflationary  affected  cost
flows  is  essential.  Critical  to that  process  is
the recognition of the correct monetary basis
(real  or nominal)  upon  which costs  should be
expressed such that the economic flows for an
economic  setting are comparable.
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Appendix  A
Transformation of Capital Budgeting Fixed




V(O)  - V(n)e-  n  f[D(i) +  OC(i)]e-  rdi
Note that




V(O)  - V(n)e-rn  =  -[V(i)e  -ri]
1=0




- (i)  =  D(i)andV(i)r  =  OC(i)
ai
then
V(O)  - V(n)e-
r n =
n
fo[D(i)  +  OC(i)]e-  ridi
End of Proof
Appendix  B
Proof of the Relationship Between the Com-
bined Estimate of Depreciation and Oppor-
tunity  Cost  Under Traditional and Capital
Budgeting.
Let
Fc  =  combined  estimate  of  opportunity
cost and  depreciation  under capital
budgeting
V(0)  - V(n)e-rn]  [fe-  ridi
FT  =  combined  estimate  of  opportunity
cost  and  depreciation  under  tradi-
tional budgeting
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V(O)  - V(n)  +  V(O)  +  V(n)r
n  2
F  =  Fc  - FT
If F has  a definite  sign,  then the relationship
between  FC  and  FT  has  been  established.
First note that F  =  0 when  r  =  0.  Further-
more,  after  some algebraic  manipulation
F  =  [V()
and
1a  I  r2e-  ·rn  1 -
F =  v(0) - V(n)  ---  rn  + [r2e  - 2
Or  I  (  -]e-
r n [ 1 -e-  ]  2
=  (0)-  V(n)  2(1-e  + 1  1
2(1 - e-  1")  (Il-  e-  "1)-
Since  both  bracketed terms  are positive  (as-
suming  r > 0  and  V(O)  > V(n)),  then  F  is  a
monotonically  increasing  function  of  r.
Therefore,
FC  =  FT  ifr  =  0
FC  >  FT  if r  >  0
Fn  "|  r  n
DC  =  fOV'(i)-  e  - rid  -di
_  V(0)  - V(n)  DT
n
If aDc /  ar  has a definite  sign  then the rela-
tionship  between  DT  and  DC  is  established
since aDT /  ar  =  0.  The sign ofaDc  /  ar is
dependent  upon  V"(i).  Therefore,  the
numerator  of DC  is  integrated  by parts  with
respect  to i to  include  information  in V"(i).
Numerator  of DC  =
IV  (i)el'  n  V"(i)e-
i n
- L-  - fo  di1  i  o
V'(0)  - V(n)e
- rn +  f  V"o(i)e-'
idi





D  =  V'(n)  _  V'(0)  n_  V"(i)  di c D  er"-  e  n  -"  1  e-er(in) e  e  ~~~~0  e
i -e
End of Proof ~~~End  of  Proof  ~Taking  the  derivatives  of  each  term  with
regard  to r  separately
Appendix  C
Proof  of the Relationship Between Deprecia-
tion Estimate by Capital  Budgeting (Dc) and
by Traditional Budgeting (DT).
Dc-  V'(i)e  rid]  [e-  ridi DC  f 0 - V (i)e  rid
where:
V'(i)  =  rate of market price  change at age i
or  the negative of depreciation  or
av(i)
ai
If r  =  0  then
a F V(n)  =  _  V(n)e
rnn





V()(-e - r)(-  n)
(1 -e-  ")
_nV(O)e - "
(1 - e-rn)2
(The  above  derivatives  are  equal  because
they are  parallel functions.)
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an  V"(i)  di
ar  0  eri-e(i  n)
=-  f  V  (i)[ieni  ±  (ni)e  ]1di f0  [eri - er(i-  n)]2
=  V"(i)[ie-i  +  (n -i)e-r(i)]  di
0  (1-ern)2
therefore
r  =  [V'(0)  - V'(n)]  - rn2
V"(i)[ie-ri  +  (n-i)e-r(i+n)]  di
+  0  (1-e  rn)2
Since
n
V'(0)  - V'(n)=  OfV"(i)  di
then
Dc_  fV"(i)[ie-ri  + (n-i)e-
r ( i + ) - ne
- rn]  di
Or  0  (1 - - rn)
2
The sign of  Dc  /  dr depends upon the sign of
the  bracketed  term  and  V"(i)  since  the  de-
nominator  is  obviously  positive  as  long  as
r > 0.  The bracketed  term is positive as long
as n > 0 which will now be proven by induc-
tion.  The bracketed  term  can  be  multiplied
by er(i  n) [the result of which is referred to as
g(i)]  without  affecting  the  sign of the  brack-
eted term at any value of i. Note that g(i)  =  0
when  i  =  0  or  n.  Furthermore
ag2(i)/ai2 =  -r 2neri < 0. Therefore  g(i) must
have  the  following  graphical  form  implying
that the sign  of aDc/Or is  the  same  as V"(i).
g(i)
Under straight line depreciation  V"(i)  =  0 so
Dc  =  DT.  However  if V"(i)  X  0  then  using
straight  line  depreciation  as  is  used  in  the
traditional  method  results  in  a definite  bias.
If  V"(i)  > 0  or  D'(i) < 0  (depreciation  de-
creasing  as  the  machine  ages  as  implied  by
the sum  of years digits,  or  declining balance
depreciation)  implies that use of straight line
depreciation  underestimates  annual depreci-
ation.
Conversely  if  V"(i)  <  0,  implying  that
D(i)  > 0,  then  straight  line  depreciation
overestimates  annual depreciation.
End of Proof
Appendix  D
Separating After-Tax Capital Budgeting De-
preciation  and Opportunity Cost
Prove  that
V(0)  - V(n) _  T f  D()di
e
ri
eri e  0  e"
Jn  D(i)+  OC(i)(1-T)di
0  e
ri
From  Appendix  A,  it should be obvious  that
V(o0)  _V(n)=  - f - n  aV(i)  +  V(i)r}--di V(O)  0  di
n  D(i)  +  OC(i)(1-T)  di
0  e-ri
V(O)  - V(n)  Tn  D(i)
e
r n 0  eri
n" D(i)  +  OC(i)(1T)di  T j  D(i)  di
0  en  0  en
n  D(i)  +OC(i)(1-T)di
i  End of Proof
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Appendix  E
Separation of Capital Budgeting Estimated
Opportunity Cost Depreciation  Under Infla-
tion
Show that






Effects  of Indexing Depreciation and Using
Real Interest Rates For Computing Tax De-
ductions
Prove  that
V(O)  - V(n)egn
ern
=  fn  l(i)  +  OC(i)( 1
0  en




From Appendix A,  it should  be obvious  that
V  n I av(i) +  V(ir  idi
- f 1 IT(i)  +  OC(i)di
0  e i
End of Proof
Beginning  of Proof
V(0)  - V(n)efn  -
ern
= V(O)  V-  (n)_
ern
Tn  D(i)e'  di





From Appendix  C,  it is  obvious  that
V0-^  V(n  T fn  D(i)di
erI  0  e" :
n  D(i)+  OC(i)( 1 - T)di
0  eof  Proof
End  of Proof
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